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STRESSES IN COVER PLATES AND BEARING STIFFENERS
Beginning in 1957 p and continuing to the present p an
active research program has been conducted on full size~
welded plate girders at Lehigh Universityo In order to be=
come ramil1ar with this project~ the future test reports
should be consultedo Meanwhile~ Refo (l)p (2)~ and (3) pro=
vide. a survey of this projecto In addition to the primaryc
aim of the project as outlined in these references p three
side studies were initiated on intermediate stiffeners (Refo (2))~
cover plates p and bearing stiffenerso The object of this
paper is to present the test data as obtained for the partial
length cover plates and for the bearing stiffenerso
Io Cover Plates
The results of the stUdy on the cover plates presented
here were obtained from a single p welded plate girde~appear=
ing in Figo 1 and designated as girder Elo The size of the
girder and the loading condition are given in Figo 20
Electrical resistance strain gages p SR=4 gages p were used to
reCDlod ch$i'.nges in strain occurring in ,:.-the cover (,pla-tea::o',L;~:'""
The locations 'of all strain gages mounted along the center=
line of the tension flange of the girder are indicated in
Figo 3p together with the dimensions and yield stress of all
component plates of the girdero Here also will be found the
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origins of the coordinate axis ~sed in the subsequent graphs 0
It may be observed that at the origin of the left x=axis: a
transverse fillet weld was present whereas at the right none
was usedo
Plots of the test results for both transversely unwelded
and welded ~nds are shown in Fig. 4 and 5 respectivelyo The
change of strain~ e~ recorded by the SR~4 gages is plotted as
ordinate in milliQinches per inch together with the corres-
ponding stress scale~ while the abscissa is the x~coordinate in
inches 0 Gtvenby the straight inclined lines are the strains
expected by the beam theory if complete interaction would
Mimmediately take place~ e = iiYo All measured data is re-
presented by the open circles in the plotso In order that
cross reference might be made with the future test reports,
it should be mentioned that the results plotted in Figso 4
and 5 are those obtained for loads Noo 10, 18~ 27~ 35~ and
45 for P = 250 kips, and loads Noo ll~ 20, 29~ 37, and 47
for P = 500 kips. All these loads were within the range of
the preliminary test~ whose maximum load'was 540 kips, and
therefore, the effector residual stresses could be eliminated.
Four tests were conducted on this girder whose ultimate loads'
varied from Pu = 550 kips to Pu = 680 kipso Thus the choice
of a maximum load of P = 500 kips for the plots is 50 kips
smaller thf.!.n the lowest ultimate loado
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In Figs. 4 and 5 smooth curves~ which were fitted to the
test data~ are shown. Before this curve fitting can p~oceedp
the significance of the end data must be reviewed. At x = 2 in.,
where the first gage was mounted, local effects disturb the
strain readings. Since the weld is on the side of the plate,
a nonlinear. stress distribution across the plate width is
present. With transverse welds, this effect is less prQnounced$
but having the weld at the base of the cover plate, local.plate
bending stresses add to .the membrane stresses. It should be
noted, therefore, that the recorded strains are surface strains
which do not: necessarily repre~entt~e average stress over the
plate depth and width. Thus, these end strains are likely to
be misleading. and little regard is given to them in the sub-
sequent curve fitting.
In order to fit smooth curves to the observed test data
the physical aspects of the problem must be examined. If the
plate were rigidly attached to the flange at its ends, a stress
jump at its termination points would result and the strains
over >its length would conform to those specified by beam theory
which would be e(x) =317 + 4.24x for P = 500 kips, and half
this value for P = 250 kips. This jump does not exist. A
smoother introduction of stress occurs with the theoretical
jump being h-lghly damped a.t tr.le beginning. This damping
suggests the use of B.n exponential' factor whose influence
disappears as x increasesp'wherefore the approximation curve
would be of the following form~
106 oe {x) = 317 + 40 24x + ae =~x (p ::: 500k) (1)
"
•
The two constants' a and' A are still to be fixedo The fir'st
constant~ a~ must be determined from the boundary conditiorw
at x = O~ which is different for the unwelded and trans=
versely welded endso For the unwelded end~ the strain at
origin of the x=axis is equal to zero~ eo = 00 Substituting
this in the above equation~ a = =317 resultso The value of
the second constant~ 'A.~ is to be fixed by varying it in,suc,4
a manner than Eqo (1) best approximates the test pointso
From Figo 4 it is seen that a value of A = 00055 was selected
, ~:;
and thus the equation for the unwelded end at a load of 500 .
kips iag
( p ::: 500k\unwelded)
"
For the welded end the same general curve~ Eqo (1);, is
used but the boundary conditions differo At the end of ,the
I
plate the coverplate strain is not zero~ since the transverse
weld introduces a finite value of strain'p eoo Thus part,of,
the stress jump is taken care of by this terminal weld, while
only the remainder must be damped outo For this damped part ...
there are two parameters to be determined by curvefitting~
the initial strain eo and the constant Ao These are fitted
in Figo 5 where three selected values of' this initial strain
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are plotted for P= 250 kips and P = 500 kips and A is
chosen as 00100 Selecting eo = 100 micro inches per inch
for P = 500 kips9 the resulting expression for strain isg
iP = 500k)
"welded
Having analytical expressions for the normal strain
in the cover plates 9 it is possible to obtain the shear
flows occurring between flange ~nd cover plates. The shear
flow expressiori9 1:'t 9 represents the shear transfer oceuI'ring
per unit length. The shear stress 1:' in the welds 9 for
instance 9 would be found by dividing 1:'t by the swn of the
two throat thicknesses of the longitudinal welds. From the
stress picture on the elemental length of cover plate 9 Fig.
6b 9 equilibrium demands that
or
(1:'t) dx
1:'t
= [(0 +
- do A
- dx c
do) =0 ] • Ac
\
"
where 't't is the stress flow in kips per inch9 0 is the normal
stress in kips per square inch, and Ac = 1305 square inches
is the area of the cover plate. Using the strains of Eqo (2)
and Eqo (3) for the unwelded and welded ends 9 and substitut=
ing do =E de~ the shear flows for the unwelded and welded
ends respectivelY9 areg
1:'t = 1072 + 701 e-0.055x (4)(ksi 9 )
-O.lOx P =:: 500k1:'t = 1072 + 8.8 e (5)
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In. Figo 6~ a comparison between the normal strains and
..
shear flows of the unwelded and welded ends according to
Eqo (4), (3), (4), and (5) is presented. Even though
different "a" and "A" values would affect the magnitude
of the resulting shear flows~ it is ciearly seen, that the
"VQ/lt" formula greatly underestimates the required welds
at the ends of partial length cover plates. While the
distribution of the shear flow is sUbject to some variatt9A~,
its summation tiom the termination point x = 0 to any arbi~
. trary point x mustb~ equal to the change in flange force
over this lengtho As an example for the case with un-
welded ends~ the summation extending from x = 0 to x = 75
is~
',( : 75
(
\ (-tt)dx =
)
)(: 0
)<.::::75
) (1.72 + 7o1e-00055x)dx = 256 kips
"'X"'O
'( 6)
11iThe cover plate force at x = 75 is F75 = I. Ac = MQc-r = 254
kips~ where y is the distance from the neutral axis to the
centroid of the cover plate and Q is static moment of the·
cover plateo With no end weld, Fo = 0, the change in the
flange force is equal to F75 which adequately checks the
value in Eqo (6).
When a transverse end weld is provided at the end of a
cover pla.te~ the initial forceFo does not e,qual zero. Thus
the total shear transfer must be equal to the difference
between the maximum and initial forces, ('tt)dx = Fmax-Fo '
Again using eo = 100 micro~inches per inchj> the initial force
is equal to the product of the initial stress and the cover
plate area p Fo = 00000100 X 30j>000 x 13050 = 40 kipso The
integrated shear flowj>
x=-15f(1:t)dx
x=-o
x"'1.5
= f(107 2 + 808e-OolO~ )dx = 216 kips
whereas the:difference in the maximum and initial fQrces is
205 kipso
IIo Bearing Stiffeners
The strains on the surface of a bearing stiffener were
also meas¥red by SR-4gages as another side study in the
plate giooer projecto The~~ were. recorded for a single
stiffener of one of the so called shear girders; designated
as girde~ .G60 For a pictorial view of the location of these
gagesj) reference is made to the photograph appearing in
Figo 70 The layout of these gages is shown on the leftcof
Figo 8 while t~~ resulting strains at their respective
locationson the stiffener are shown on the righto Thus; the
ordinate, gives the distance of the gages from the bearing
end of the~stiffener, while the abscissa is the recorded
strain in milli~inches per inch. For each load indicated on
the graph; the readings on either side of the stiffener are
plotted and are connected by broken lines or solid linesl>
depending on the stiffener side. Their average yields the
axial strain in the stiffenero By using these test results
for a check of certain theories, attention must be given
to the detail where the load is introducedo As seen from
the cross section in Figo 8, the forceP was concentrated on
two plates of.l/8 inch thicknesso These plates had a length
and width such that.they fitted in the projection of the
stiffener flangeso Thus, it is certain that no part of the
load P is introduced by directly bearing onto the webo
~.
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Figo 10 Test Setup for Plate GirderEl
Figo 20 Dimensions and Loading Conditions of girderEl
Figo 30 Location of Strain Gages and Cross Sectional
Dimensions
Figo 40 Plot of Measured Strains for Cover Plate with
no Transverse Weld
Figo 50 Plot of Measured Strains' for Cover Plate with a
Transverse Weld
Figo 60 Relation Between Normal Stresses CJ" in Cover Plates
(Fig. 6a) and Shear Flow (~t) from Flange to
Cover Plate (Figo 6c)
Figo 70 Layout of Strain Gages .. on a Bearing Stiffener
Figo 80 Plot of Measured Strains in a Bearing Stiffener
